3/13/2013

Amalgamated Original BPR Submissions

Estimated
Estimated
Annual Revenue
Annual Savings
Generated

Increase enrollment in the MFA in Creative Writing program by 50% through a funding increase of $40,000.
Stop admission to the graduate specialties of clinical nurse specialist (CNS) and Nurse Educator (NE).

$120,500 above
the 40K
$

40,000

Canceling library support of resources provided solely to the Office of General Counsel

$

7,356

Cancellation of contract for the NASA Educator's Resource Center

$

3,000

Replace uniform rental with MSU purchase. Employees would launder the uniforms. This would save on long-term rental costs.

$

15,000

As vacancies occur (approximately 160/yr), evaluate feasibility of reducing hours worked from 37.5 to 30 hours per week to save
on salary and benefits.

$

900,000

Each college has one or more tech coordinator(s). Can we be more efficient?

Examine the possibility to contract with a provider for on-campus Health Services

Add a 2 credit hour, 100 level "success" to pre-nursing students. We have 350+ pre-nursing students and this would not be a
mandatory course.
Non-renewal of Digital Measures contract

$
$

20,150

Hire two.5 FTE faculty instead of 1 full-time DNP faculty member. All reports have stated that the DNP program will have one more $
doctoral prepared faculty member (KY Board of Nursing, CPE, SACSCOC).

15,000

34,200

No longer reimburse employees traveling for the institution for breakfast and lunch if an overnight stay was not required

Reducing hours of operation for Waterfield Library

$

8,560

Please offer more English graduate level classes. It is very hard to meet the graduation requirement with the classes that are
offered. Also more on campus classes are needed, not just online courses.
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Uncap graduate tuition for all hours
For 2014-2016, work closely with CE/AO and focus on the Accelerated MBA to be offered between Hopkinsville and Madisonville,
perhaps alternating campuses, to ensure 40 graduate students in the program.

$

250,000

Fold gerontology into the new Community Health major.
Increase on-line offerings

Reduction of services and possible closure of the open computer lab currently serving all students at MSU (not just business
college students).

$

20,000

Evaluate the cost/benefits of replacing the current teaching/learning platform (Blackboard) with other systems to reduce costs and
ease of use.

$

5,000

Institute a Health Service fee of $25 per semester to students, faculty, and professional staff to cover current expenditures being
allocated from the general fund and provide additional funding for staff, equipment, and space expansion

$

540,000

Eliminate Roundabout U

$

74,629

$

65,175

Require return on investment evaluation for each of the many retention efforts to determine which are most productive and which
should be eliminated.

Reduce non-federal student workstudy aid by 10%
Reduce graduate tuition waver for employees/spouses/dependents from
6 courses at $5,250 per year to 4 courses at $3,500 per year.
Sell adult beverages at concerts held in the CFSB Center and Lovett Auditorium.
Based on the administrative pledge to “apply resources and assistance to support the growing success of the Racer Academy
program” and the proven continual growth shown by the RAA to include over 35 schools and 250+ students across the
Commonwealth, we submit the following recommendation:
Support the continued Racer Academy of Agriculture growth through the following budgetary shifts and investments.
1)Convert the $61,383 Budget of account #100256 Academic Outreach in Agriculture to a Racer Academy of Agriculture Budget
Support Account
2)Transfer the current Faculty line funded from AA Academic Outreach to Budget in Agricultural Science

$31,000/concert
5000 attend
$
75,000
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Total number of accounting and human resources personnel (FTEE) should not exceed about 3% (combined) of total FTEE
(includes temporary and student workers). Again, substitute student workers and interns in both areas (accounting, finance, human
resources, non-profit leadership, public administration, etc.) for 10% of all FTEE. This will provide career-enhancing opportunities
for students in these majors and allow for the reduction in hours (to 30 hours for full-time) for current regular employees. Reducing
to 3% of FTEE and exchanging interns/student workers for 10% of remaining regular staff (the 3%) would save approximate 6
person years or $250,000/yr. In general, student internships and student workers are underutilized within areas that could be careerenhancing across the campus. The same could be true for the branch campuses as well.

Move to flat-rate pay system for all summer, winter, overload courses. Set the flat rate biennially at 1/45 of average salary of faculty
members per one credit). A course must have 5 (five) doctoral, 8 (eight) masters, 12 (twelve) upper-division, or 15 (fifteen) lower
division students enrolled in the course at the start date to "make." If a course does not "make," or if a course is needed by a
student to graduate that semester, then the faculty teaching the overload would be paid $100 per credit/per student for the course.
No overload/winter/summer course payment can be paid to a faculty member who is on administrative release time during the
period of the course. No overload/winter/summer payment can be paid to an administrative faculty member (chair) who is applying
the course to his/her 4 course/year teaching requirement. No additional payment can be made to any dean teaching any course.
No overload can be paid to any full-time, non-faculty staff member who is teaching the course during working hours. No overload
can be paid to any faculty member who has "bought out" a course reduction with grant funds or administrative release during the
period in which an overload course would be taught. No overload can be paid to ranked faculty member or full-time lecturer who
has less than a 4/4 teaching load during the academic year (Fall and Spring).. No overload can be taught by a person currently on
a paid leave (sabbatical, presidential research) or unpaid leave.

Reassign faculty in areas where student enrollments are low. Establish a formula for faculty per FTE student averaged over a 3year period.

$

125,000

Change formula for regional tuition pricing to be more uniform, and reduce regional tuition discount

$

1,600,000

Increase RN-BSN enrollment by 6 every year (3/semester).

$

96,600

Since football is a financial drain on the University, I would suggest cutting it so we have more resources for academics.
Examine contracting Financial Aid services by an outside provider
Do not fill soon to be vacated SWK line

$

20,000
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Combine/consolidate Undergraduate Recruiting, Graduate Recruiting, Transfer Recruiting, and International Recruiting into a single $
administrative unit. This will reduce administrative overhead and duplication of effort, allow for cross-training and utilization of
employees and better ability to focus resources on high priority areas.

200,000

Eliminate 85% of cell-phone stipends. Provide only to those who are required as a condition of employment to be available for callback 24/7 and who are covered by the FLSA.

$

142,000

Implement a university-wide four-day work week in the summer for an eight-week period

$

40,000

$10,000 from salary savings realized due to a faculty retirement in Dept. of Biology.

$

10,000

West Kentucky Cherry Expo Center reduction
West Ky Expo Ctr ; total $6000
Equipment - $3000
Student Workers - $3000

$

6,000

De-centralize the hiring process by delegating authority for tentative approval of replacement hires by the Vice-Presidents and allow $
departments/units to directly input all personnel action data into banner system – eliminate paper system – to significantly reduce
paperwork, handling time, and delays in processing of personnel actions, and labor hours.

90,000

Move CHA to funding by foundation, fees, and gifts, and eliminate university subsidy

Establish a standardize process to determine full cost of various MSU functions (direct and indirect cost distribution) so that
decisions regarding contracting out and costing of services can be made.
Increase the number of Racer Academy courses following the model used by the Hutson School of Agriculture

$

80,000

Convert two professional continuing educational (Advanced Cardiac Life Support and Pediatric Advanced Life Support) courses
taught presently into a 2 credit hour elective. Faculty who does this now, would receive overload.

$

17,100

Eliminate stop-loss insurance and set aside a rolling five-year average of “high cost” cases [above $125,000/yr] to reduce excess
cost of full insurance for stop loss

$

300,000

$

300,000

Reduce Public Safety by one patrol person
Move from a percentage share formula to a flat amount formula per employee for financing medical insurance for employees and
dependents. Create a true cafeteria plan for spending flat amount per employee on a variety of benefits.
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Establish policies to ensure uniformity for granting release time to faculty or staff to include:

Shift advising of the BIS and undeclared students to academic departments and faculty for cost savings. Equitably distribute
advising workload among current full-time, ranked faculty as part of their teaching duties.

$

200,000

Eliminate Greek and Student Life expenses

$

17,718

Rebalance the allocation of in-state and out-state scholarship awards, require each Olympic sport to generate a minimum of $500
in revenue each fiscal year, and reduce the amount of funding available for Equipment Manager / Video Coordinator position(s)

Expand university Catering Services to include a liquor license for events such as weddings, fundraising, and other special events.

$25,000-40,000

Establish a Master's of Arts (MA) degree in Postsecondary Education Administration

$409,185 by
2017-2018

Rather than chipping away at our deficit by eliminating student computer labs and removing student worker positions, why not take
an honest look at athletics? How can we claim our priority is a quality education when we're removing those things that enhance
student learning at the same time we're adding new athletic teams like fishing, and continuing to support failing programs like
football.
MSU should pursue more memberships in various General Purchasing Organizations (GPO) and make better use of existing KY
state contracts for purchasing.

$

Eliminate correspondence course offerings at Murray State University.

$

150,000
13,500 $124,670.00
(varies yearly)

Enter into Joint Agreement with City and County to provide dedicated police and sheriff services to campus areas. MSU contributes
$500,000/yr to fund 24/7 coverage of the campus by a dedicated officer. City/County completes reporting for the campus on
crimes. In combination with the taxes directly and indirectly paid by the students (e.g., city sticker, property tax through rents, sales
taxes, fees on utilities, etc.), the students should not be double paying for police/sheriff services. If MSU pays a flat fee each year, it
helps the City & County hire more officers, dispatch, etc. but control cost for MSU. Parking services remain under control of MSU,
but are required to be supported by ticket/parking tag income revenues (direct costs + 30% indirect). This change could be
implemented immediately and save approximately $350,000 per year.

Discontinue funding for services/materials to support capital campaign, set aside portion to support MSU foundation marketing for
gift planning
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Establish an Ed.D. (Doctorate in Education) in P-20 & Community Leadership

$520,000 by
2017-2018

Streamline and coordinate student activities across campus.
Eliminate University Studies stipends to director and assessment coordinator cut release to .25

$

39,000

Funding reduction for farm operations
General Farm Operations; total $6000
Machinery and Equipment - $3000
Student Labor - $3000
Pullen Farm; total $1577
Services and Supplies - $1577

$

7,577

Eliminate 50% of the administrative release time appointments held by regular faculty and assign the duties to the appropriate
chair, dean, professional or administrative staff member, or the full professors in the department.

$

150,000

$

30,000

Consolidate job posting of staff positions through Human Resources that utilizes web links instead of printing full job descriptions
for each position.
Eliminate Greek Life and Student Organization Coordinator
Charge for parking at special events at the CFSB Center, Stewart Stadium, and Lovett Auditorium.
Have Miller Golf course use a commercially available internet vendor rather than MSU to reduce costs.

$4,000/event
$

4,800

Combine/consolidate Undergraduate Admissions, Graduate Admission, Transfer Center, and International Admissions into a single $
administrative unit. This will reduce administrative overhead and duplication of effort, allow for cross-training and utilization of
employees and better ability to focus resources on high priority areas.

200,000

Encapsulate the exhibits in Wrather Museum and transfer administrative responsibility of the Museum to the History Department.

$

50,000

Train managers in contracting processes and techniques to facilitate future efforts to assess whether it is more cost advantageous
to retain or contract out various functions.
Regional campus fee structure

$

261,160

Explore alternative delivery systems for coursework
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Budget revenue-generating entities into operational support – English as Second Language (ESL)
Eliminate football and replace with a less costly sport, e.g. men's soccer, to maintain Title IX gender balance

$

2,000,000

Through the University Health Insurance and Benefits Committee, pursue changing the drug benefit plan to require use of mailorder prescription program for most maintenance drugs.

$

20,000

Phase out interactive television courses and correspondence and replace with on-line interactive technologies that are more
preferred by students.

$

100,000

Combine/consolidate the functions of Town and Gown and Regional Stewardship. This will reduce administrative overhead and
duplication of effort, allow for cross-training and utilization of employees and better ability to focus resources of high priority areas.

$

400,000

Eliminate the practice/policy of allowing persons who return or are assigned to a lower paying position to retain most or all of their
previous salary. Set salary saving policy as we would for returning military service members – what happened for average
employee in that position over the time period.

$

75,000

Elimination of "campus delivery" service for University Library items.

$

2,400

Replace high energy-use equipment and lighting with lower energy-use equipment and lighting to reduce utility expenses – energy
management.

$

250,000

Replace MSU-owned vehicles when cost is lowest to assure greatest savings on new purchases.

$

10,000

Reduce reserves for health care costs to $600,000 and, thereafter, adjust to a five-year average of trend for actual expenses over
budgeted expenses.

$

400,000

$

450,000

$

100,000

Utilize printing Revenue to offset operation costs ($40,000)

Standardize Facilities Management equipment and system purchases (e.g., air conditioning units) to reduce training, maintenance
and parts/materials costs.
Consolidate/combine all academic progress reporting into one process.
Sell the news.org domain name

Increase the amount of institutional support recovered from auxiliaries by $100,000.
Assess the need for a full-time EMT instructor at Ft. Campbell.
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No longer provide temporary staff services for Staff Congress
As the process enters the recommendation submission phase, the co-chairs of both teams believe there is a great deal more that
can be done. Areas such as the Office of Development, Office of Sponsored Programs, Grants housed on-campus and Athletics
have gone relatively untouched through recommendations provided by any team, most notable is Athletics. During the entire budget
review process several attempts to understand the athletics budget were undertaken. Understandably that budget is complex
comprised of donor contributions, fees, scholarships, institutional support, game guarantees, ticket sales and personnel making up
the bulk of that budget. In light of the time constraints and the complexities involved with the athletics budget it simply was not
feasible to develop a realistic understanding much less quantifiable recommendations to offer regarding Athletics. Simply to
suggest the elimination of a sport or a reduction in personnel has implications for the entire area not to mention the campus.
Therefore, the co-chairs of the non-academic budget review teams strongly encourage the development of a task force designed
with one goal; a thorough review of the department of Athletics with its principle focus to make budgetary recommendations
impacting this area. Our recommendation is that this task force needs to be comprised of at least two individuals from each of the
following; Faculty Senate, Staff Congress and Student Government Association. In addition, the task force needs to include an ex
officio staff member from the budget office to attend the meetings and be empowered to provide budget information at the chairs’
request. The task force needs to be developed immediately and provide its recommendations by no later than May 3, 2013. A
member of the Board of Regents may also be added to the team depending upon availability.

Reduce out of state and international tuition waivers by $100 per semester

$

680,000

Eliminate first year reading experience:

$

12,000

Eliminate duplicated and overlapping retention efforts. Examples include Multi-cultural, SSLD, Student Affairs, SSS and Athletics.

$

180,000

Rely more heavily on on-line Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins, class schedules, budgets, Fact Books, and annual or semiannual publications. Distribute hard copies of annual and semi-annual magazine/brochures to external audiences only.

$

30,000

Consolidate/centralize all employment (regular, temporary, term, and student) in Human Resources to capitalize on expertise and
economy of scale.

$

30,000

Increase Racer Academy tuition by 50%
Provide the university community with a tiered parking permit system.

Reduce expenditures for food at internal activities (employees and students attend) by 50%.
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Develop new degree opportunities for regional campus students through face-to-face and ITV learning modalities.
Create a fee based parking lot(s). Charge “premium” for parking close to campus buildings.

$

75,000

Develop AST 115 as a web-based course offering.

$

80,775

Increase the tuition for the online MBA.

$

250,000

Collaboratively work with the College of Education and offer a professional academy for school leaders once per year.

$

50,000

Increase housing revenue by reducing “residential scholarships” by 50%.

$

400,000

In light of the new QEP initiative, recommend increased funding for URSA fellowships and grants
Reduce HFA college's Other Instruction account

$50,000-$60,000

$4,000 savings via reduction of student worker support in the Science Resource Center.

$

4,000

MSU should enhance the Health Services function to create an exemplar of an integrated, patient-centered, and single-stop shop
where our MSU community’s health is addressed and wellness is promoted. An integrated and patient-centered MSU Health
Services is one of those critical facilities essential for training and developing professionals in a variety of disciplines.
1. Require laptops for students to eliminate need for computer lab maintenance and replacement. Laptops are quite affordable and
can be made more so if the university contracts with a provider to offer students an even better price.
2. Develop a different tuition model for online classes to attract students from all over the world. Our professional writing certificate
has attracted attention from all over the U.S. and from England. Yet as soon as these students see the graduate tuition expense,
they don't enroll. Offering online tuition at in-state rates to non-resident students will attract many more students, and probably
make more money than charging out-of-state tuition to the few students who are sponsored by someone who can afford such rates.

Director of the COE Teacher Quality Institute (TQI), will retire at the end of this fiscal year (FY13). By moving the TQI unit
operations under Director of Teacher Education Services, the College of Education will not need to refill a line.

$95,578 (salary
and benefits)

Coordinate use of physical class spaces and use of residential colleges in summer to reduce amount of space to be cooled –
energy management.

$

20,000

Replace most desktop computers with virtual desktop computers (VDI) to increase useful life and reduce maintenance/operation
costs. Centralize purchasing recommendations.

$

100,000
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Centrally capture salary savings from vacant lines until they are filled
Explore a 2nd degree, accelerated BSN program (takes one full calendar - 4 semesters to include a summer).

$

68,400

Online Master of Science Degree in Agriculture --- To best serve full-time agricultural professionals seeking a quality graduate
degree from Murray State University, it is recommended that we provide an option for an "On-line" Master of Science degree in
Agriculture.

$

132,240

$

50,000

Eliminate all university standing committees and replace with 5-8 non-duplicative committees whose members are selected by staff
congress (for staff members) faculty senate or faculty election (for faculty) student government association (for students), and by
appointment for administrators/professional staff. Each member would have at least three members from each constituency,
except for an academic affairs committee that will be composed exclusively by faculty and academic administrators with faculty
having 2/3 of the voting members).
Reducing the number of committees and increasing the power of a fewer number of committees will make participation more
valuable and meaningful for members.
The committees could have more functional responsibilities -- recruitment and retention of students (cover undergrad, grad,
domestic, international, etc., oversight of all recruitment and retention initiatives to see if they are generating a ROI.); academic
affairs (covers all considerations related to academic programs and the granting of any academic credit as well as policies related
to appointment, tenure, promotion of faculty members); diversity and inclusion (includes outreach in all historically
underrepresented areas -- women, Hispanics, veterans, LGBTQ, working class, African Americans and any work related to EEO,
Affirmative Action, and Diversity); Programs and Honors (committee on naming, presidential lectures, outstanding graduates, etc.)
The Office of the President should set aside funds for committee operation to assure that the committees have necessary funds for
operation/study/travel as necessary.
This would save thousands of hours of meetings that are often duplicative or non-productive. The SGA, staff congress, and faculty
senate could then choose to realign their committee structure.
When I came to Murray State University I was aware that we had a pretty good basketball team, but what really grabbed my
attention was seeing how many successful programs the university had. I believe cutting from academic funds is the worst mistake
that the university could make. I believe that if cuts should be made it should be from the vast amount of money spent on athletics.
Does the university want to be recognized for academic success or as a government funded minor league? It is obvious that the
purpose of a university is to educate and I recognize giving those who excel in athletics an outlet is important, but is it worth cutting
programs? What will happen to those students who have paid or taken out many student loans to be in those programs? I hope that
this question is in the foremost of the minds deciding the fate of this great university that I chose to attend.

Charge fair-market rates for rental of university spaces, and encourage establishment and publication of a university-wide policy for
renting and rates
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Reduce the use of student workers:

$

12,000

$

48,000

Eliminate football and softball.
Capture savings from the implementation of the 5 minute response credit offered by the TVA and the efficiencies from the
installation and use of the Adaptivolt product
Assign building coordinator duties to exempt managers and eliminate building coordinator stipends.
Increase sliding-scale fees for non-student wellness center patrons

$

14,000

Department of Management, Marketing, and Business Administration will create a new Bachelor’s degree in Logistics and Supply
Chain Management.

$

68,400

$

100,000

Explore opportunities to partner with area community colleges to share resources including joint faculty.
Implement a Voluntary Separation Incentive Program to achieve immediate savings through attrition and filling positions at lower
salaries and/or 30 hours.

$

325,000

Eliminate Racer Routes

$

142,000

Following the model of other universities with a Residential College System, form a single student government body by merging the $
Student Government Association into the Residential College Association, also to include administration of Greek Life and Student
Organizations.

100,000

Centralize supervision of computer/information technicians across campus to maximize utilization of time, expertise, and limited
IT resources.
Eliminate the printing of catalogues ($48,000)

use paid advertisements to pay for Blue and Gold Magazine
Increase the use of industry/association on-line auctions for surplus items and equipment exchanges to increase revenue from
sales of excess items.
Eliminate MSU payment for MCTA bus shuttle service. Explore on-demand or nominal fee service provided by MCTA.

$

142,000

Phase out the replacement/purchase of desk-top/individual user printers across campus.

$

73,000
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Combine the current Summer Orientation Fee and Graduation Fee into a one-time Matriculation Fee paid by all new students.
Reduce Fort Campbell Instructional Salaries

$
$

6,500

$

7,000

Substitute electronic transmission of documents (fax, e-mail) in lieu of using Fed-Ex or UPS. Substitute overnight USPS service for $
higher cost Fed-Ex.

45,000

337,500

Replace SPSS/SAS statistical packages with open source products to reduce costs. Centralize purchasing decisions.
Use banner system to allow electronic enrollment in and signature on MSU benefit programs.
Capture revenue from licensing of registered logos/tags/marks

Put a revenue-generating operation in the Stables space in the Curris Center (e.g. expanded soft goods, Dollar Store, mini WalMart, electronics vendor, or international market)
Hutson School of Agriculture Other Instruction reduction
HSOA - Other Instruction ; total $6423
$1545 Adjuncts - Exempt
$2000 GA – Exempt
$2452 Temp Non Exempt
$ 426 Services/Materials

$10,000-$100,00
$

6,423

$5,000 in savings realized with the merging of the Department of Engineering and Physics with the Department of Industrial and
Engineering Technology.

$

5,000

Eliminate FYE 100

$40,000+

Eliminate support of Small Business Development Center ($96,000)

Eliminate bond rating subscription service($35,000)
The university should offer blended options for courses. This would allow more courses to utilize discounted online fees (meaning
that the fees would not be as high as fully online courses) that would not usually be possible due to the need for students to
sometimes be in class. This is currently not an option when setting up courses.

Cut athletics by 20%. That's like $2 million.
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Combine/consolidate all responsibility for administering and coordinating summer/winter camps, academies, workshops in Student
Affairs to save on energy, overlap and duplication, conflicting scheduling, etc.
$6,000 savings in adjunct costs by suspending course offerings in the MS in Chemical Manufacturing Management program.

$

6,000

$

35,000

Reconvene the President’s Commission on Diversity and Inclusion and review potential for cost savings by combining/consolidating
various diversity programs to reduce overlap and duplication and provide more integrated programming for the campuses.

Reduce Legacy waiver to half the difference between in-state and out-of-state tuition rates starting with new students (grandfather
existing Legacies); Fro Regional State Legacies, continue to apply regional discount first, then limit legacy add-on to $1000
Evaluate whether MSU should re-negotiate for Purchase Card rebates among vendors.
Reduce HFA college's Other Instruction account by $50,000-$60,000
Install a digital sign on the corner of 641 & 121N

$

120,000

Build, manage, and maintain an on-campus residential retirement community.

$

500,000

Outsource all offset publication/printing and freeze printing budgets in all units of the University to reduce cost.

$

300,000

$

5,000

Outsource grounds keeping
Identify efficiencies in college-wide marketing. Modernize methods used to recruit students. Review methods used by other
institutions to see what else we can do and eliminate strategies that are not productive (e.g. dessert receptions)
Eliminate institution’s financial support for employees pursuing a terminal degree except in cases where the practice increases
diversity of the teaching faculty.
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Although it certainly does not add up to millions of saved dollars, I believe that changing faculty and spouse sign up for wellness
center benefits would save money by allowing reallocation of employee roles in at least two departments (one for intake of fee
waiver and one for registration overrides into HEA 189). All universities that I have ever attended or worked at automatically loaded
access to the Wellness Center facilities on the id from the beginning. Then, if employment was terminated or ceased for any
reason, they would deactivate it.
It is a burden on employees to deal with the process, which can lead many to not go to the wellness center. This will cost the
university in medical insurance fees over time. This process also causes at least two people to be assigned duties relevant to the
process. Those positions could then be utilized for other tasks, thus reducing the need for potentially additional staff elsewhere.
I feel that many small changes such as this can contribute to an accumulation of savings.

Consolidate our course offerings where possible.

$

20,000

Each VP will begin with a 10% target for giveback of carry forwards with exceptions to this percentage target determined by the VP
on a case by case basis. Long term, allow programs to retain 90% of unspent funds and delay release of funds for 1 year to realize
interest savings.

$

1,800,000

Establish a policy to ensure uniformity across the University for supervision of interns in regards to faculty workloads –– potential
savings is great as many senior faculty with high salaries only teach one or two courses due to supervision of interns.
Develop BIO 102 as a web-based course offering.

$

53,850

Explore expansion of continuing education offerings for advanced practice nurses.

$

6,000

$

150,000

Cut football.
Fund lines to teach University Studies courses in direct proportion to enrollment growth.
Build and establish an outlet for human resource related courses for professional education.
Because colleges/schools report providing career preparation through capstone courses, career fairs, and other activities, the
committee recommends
combining Career Services, and the Testing Center as well as reducing
staff, reorganizing efforts.

$

169,500

Sell thenews.org domain
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Increase the minimum value of asset valuations from $500 to $2500 to save work hours on tagging and inventory.

$

10,000

Reduce the number of Academic colleges and schools from 9 to 5; reduce the number of departments from 29 to 18 divisions.
Combine smaller departments into departments/divisions of 20-25 ranked faculty members each.

$

400,000

Reduce regular cleaning of administrative spaces by 25% to save on labor and materials.
Department of Journalism and Mass Communications will create an online Master’s degree in Advertising and Public Relations
$5,000 from salary savings realized due to the departure of a faculty member in the Department of Engineering and Physics.

$

Continue to meet regularly to discuss calendar and schedule changes allowing for additional dates for outside events.
$
•Discuss possible changes that would generate operation cost savings while also maintaining operation effectiveness in adequately
servicing Men’s and Women’s Basketball….for example the lighting and HVAC in the main arena could be regulated depending on
scheduled practice times.
•Continue to discuss additional revenue generation ideas and operation cost savings that could be achieved at Athletic events.
•Look at the possibility of generating new revenue by adding a $2.00 per ticket facility fee to walk-up non-season ticket holders
(could be phased in over 2 years with a $1.00 per ticket increase per year)

$

158,400

50,000 $

65,000

$

171,924

$

25,000

5,000

Operation Grow Agriculture – Part III – Signature Program Expansion - Veterinary Technology/Pre-Vet Program
To support the ongoing growth of this program, an investment in the program is required.
1.Establish signature program course fees on all Vet Tech/Pre-Vet Laboratory courses * (Mandatory)
2.Activate the in-active Veterinary Hospital management certificate program* ; Establish on-line graduate programs ** ; and
establish new Veterinary Assistant Professor Faculty line *
3.Create Graduate Assistant support lines for 7 Graduate Assistants to create new laboratory instruction system *
* Immediate implementation
** 2014 Implementation
Increase student majors in the Department of Accounting (where strategies have been implemented and are rolling forward).
Restrict administrative international travel to student recruitment and bilateral university agreement negotiation and maintenance.

$

10,000

Sell WKMS
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Raise parking ticket fees across the board

$

300,000

Study the restructuring of the Murray State University Henderson Regional Campus. This restructuring would not necessarily mean
a complete withdrawal from the Henderson region.
Why not cut money from the football team? Our academics is one of the best in the nation, but our football team didn't even have a
winning season. Why should our school give 2.2 million to a program that has NO success.
Eliminate the organization unit of the Vice President for Institutional Advancement. Reassign functions related to operations &
maintenance of building to Facilities; outsource printing operations [previously recommended]; move Communications functions
and Development Functions under the Office of the President; move the TV station back to the JMC department.
Alter the Residential College programs by (a) reducing stipend for College Head to a flat rate of $2500 per year (not added to base), $
(b) eliminating clerical/administrative support to program, (c) eliminating add-ons to base pay for faculty who participate in the
program, (d) eliminating one credit courses offered by faculty members, and (e) having College Head offer appropriate University
Studies course at the residential college as part of load (3 courses/semester).

140,000

Replace 1/4 of building service technicians with work-study students who work no more than 15 hours per week (2 days). Do the
same with 1/4 of the food service workers. Pay current actual average wage for the position (above minimum wage). Savings
include all costs for benefits 20 employees -- $60,000.
Create an on-boarding and training program for work-students so that they can be better used (greater effectiveness) in
Limit the number of criminal/financial background checks to one for each employee upon initial employment with MSU and only recheck if there is a break-in-service of two years or more.

$

30,000

Reduce Single Year Contingency Fund amount to provide additional money available for operations
I recommend moving the ESL program, or at least ESL Level 6, into the MA in TESOL program. Doing so would address campus
wide dissatisfaction with the current ESL program by instituting adequate supervision of instruction in the program by TESOL
professionals. Doing so would also reduce costs by replacing inadequately-trained adjunct faculty hired to teach ESL by unpaid,
closely-supervised graduate students on internships.
Reduction of institutional support: Draw down the Racer Advantage Grant scholarship support
Expand the Accelerated MBA to be offered on the main campus, if we can achieve enrollments that do not take away from the
already-established on-campus, traditional MBA.

100,000-200,000

Formalize a “Center for Social Innovation.”

$

42,750
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Revisit the way Foundation account spending. These accounts are used when the state funded accounts cannot pay for an item.
Maybe the use of these accounts should follow the other spending rules also, providing for necessary costs and not food, shirts,
retreats, etc.
Try to bring the cost of travel down. Maybe a flat stipend for attending conferences or a limit to how many conferences will be paid
for faculty that are not presenting. Maybe not pay for each individual car expenses when more than one person is going to a
conference.
Look at the fixed costs of revenue accounts and grants. Is the university really recouping all the costs associated with the programs
and grants? Wells hall 3rd and 4th floor, Blackburn house programs that are not really benefits for MSU students, but they do
benefit our outreach to the community. But someone has to pay for the electricity, heat/air, cleaning and maintenance of the
buildings.
Cut down on the food expenses. Do we really need to serve food every time there is a meeting?
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